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WHAT I BELIEVE ABOUT CLAY
There was a very specific reason
that I
chose to work with clay. It is warm, cold, soft,
and hard. Its transformations go from a cool,
soft powder to a moist slip that runs
through
your hands after adding water. There's also
an extremely brittle stage before firing.
Even before it is completely dry the moisture
in the clay gives it a very cool feeling when
held to your cheek. After the bisque firing
it is so porous that if you touch your tongue
to it, the clay seems to draw your tongue into
every, pore, Once it has been fired, clay is
virtually Indestructatle , You can break It,
crush it, and grind it up, but it still remains
a total volume never to be obliterated completely
from the earth. Each transformation of this
fantastic T.oterial entices me to held, fondle,
and manipulate 3 1 at every stage of its
existence. T simply love clay.
Clay and pottery have an ancient history,
one which often tends to stifle one's spon
taneous, naive resposes to the material. One
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of the major links to history is the potter's
wheel. Everything about the wheel seems to bring
one back to where It all began. When I hear
myself explaining how to center the clay and
how to throw a pot, the entire repetitive
philosophy of the wheel frustrates and stagnates
me. When I speak of repetition, stagnation, and
frustration, T am speaking of my own attitude
toward life, for the man who is happy and content
in what he does has within him the beauty of life.
For me, however, it is now different} my original
purpose in life was to have just that contentment.
I felt the most important thing In life was to
be happy, and to do
on"1
y those things which
made me happy. For me, that was creating objects.
It didn't matter what material I used or how long
it took me, as long as I made things. Well... I
did, and I do, and I achieved that happiness I
was speaking of. I then came to the point in
my life when I realized that there has to be
more to existence than merely doing things to
_3~
be happy. So, I looked at my work. What had
I done? I was dissatisfied, frustrated, and
confused, There had to be more to life than
bliss. I could not function any longer merely
looking for happiness, because I already had
it. I had to have another reason for making
objects.
I heard a minister speaking one Sunday morning,
and he spoke of the relationship between society
and the Church. He said that if everyone believed
in God, then there would be no reason for the
Church, He then spoke of the family, the
generation gap, and stated that if there were
no parents or children, then there would be no
family. If there were no conflict there would
be no joy. Suddenly, I finally understood the
meaning of the phrase "If there were no hate then
there would be no
love."
It was at this point
in my life that I realized that if there were no
problems to be solved, there would be no art,
and that through my art I would have to challenge
myself with such problems, and I would then
set out to resolve these conflicts in order to
achieve self-fulfillment.
Sensitivity to one's environment is a major
part of life. When sensitive, we become res
ponsive and from this responsiveness we learn.
Sensitive individuals respond to their surroundings.
They see, hear, and react to whatever they can
take in. Such responsiveness creates wide gamuts
of emotion: very high highs which are extended,
and then equally deep depressions. Again, if
there were no highs, then there would be no lows,
and the higher the highs, then the deeper the
depressions. These opposing forces are in
everything, everywhere. When centering clay on
the wheel, you must create these opposing forces.
The clay will then center itself. If only
I can create those opposing forces in my own
life, then I will be centered and have unity
within myself.
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WHY I CHOSE SUSPENDED FORMS
In trying to escape the stagnation of
wheel thrown, table, or floor objects, I had to
create a problem for myself. I asked : what has
clay been and what do I want clay to he? I
wanted to regain a naive attitude towards clay.
Whenever I created a bowl or vase I gave it an
upwards direction, trying to lift it visually
off the table. My designs were all vertical
and I wanted to create the opposing force upon
a table object by giving it the illusion of its
not really sitting on the table. Why then did
I make table forms if I wanted this elevated
appearance? I decided to do exactly what I had
always wanted to d o - to hang clay in the air,
thus creating a conflict between suspension and
gravity.
Repetition of functional forms bores me, and
perhaps this is one of the reasons I chose the
problem of suspension, I must constantly find
new direction and purpose. I had rarely seen
clay in suspension and I was eager to solve the
many problems of taking a very heavy material
and hanging it in the air or on a wall.
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While first working with this concept, I
wanted to feel free and receptive to the stone
ware clay body I was using. I rolled out
slabs at random and then worked with the accidental
forms. It was very simple and really didn't
challenge my mind, because all I was doing was
fitting together random forms. I had to do some
thing else to the clay, and found ropes, fur,
and yarns which seemed to relate to many of the
surfaces. It was amazing how the very rigid,
fired clay often picked up identical patterns as
the fur and fibers.
RESULTS OF CHANCE
Chance at this time played a tremendous role
in my work and I let it take me wherever it went -
everything from the mechanisms that I used to sus
pend my forms to even the clay bodies themselves.
At one point I mixed up a porcelain formula, and
altering it, discovered a very unusual characteristic
in the clay. This porcelain seemed to stretch
unbelievably, and water rose to the surface when
I shook it. Professor Hobart Cowles explained
to me that this condition was called Thixotropia,
and it related to the molecular structure of
the clay body.
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There are times when one runs across an
oddity. What then is your duty concerning your
discovery? It is rare that one is able to accept
the oddity when it is out of place and time, but
I found the thixotropic clay fascinating and
erotic. I, had to carry this phenomenum further.
My problem now is can I be receptive enough to
seek out all of its potentials?
WHAT MAKES AN ARTIST AND CRAFTSMAN
What I must do is to continue to see, feel,
and respond to everything that is around me, If
circles fascinate me, then I should search everywhere
fcr the millions of things which are round.
When searching for forms, I have come to realize
everyone is the total sum of their experiences,
and the more that a person absorbs the closer he
is to being a whole person. The world is a vast
expanse and one person will never be able to
assimilate all of its knowledge. But I must try
to create objects which correspond to all that
T have observed. Where does my stimulus come
from? Everything around me leads me and my thoughts.
When T pick up an object, it begins a chain reaction
-p-
in my mind. My mind twists and contorts the form
into something tangible and then I begin to draw.
The same thing occurs with concepts. I will
dream up an idea, ponder it and develop it. This
gives my work purpose.
Since chance played such a large role in
my development of forms, I felt I needed some
sort of structure to hold my work together.
Since I feel discipline is necessary to reach
one's goals, I formulated a concept for each
piece. In my early stoneware pieces, I was
dealing solely with aesthetic considerations
of design. Basically I took a sphere or circle
and then disrupted that form in some way, either
in the original clay form or by adding other
materials to the fired stoneware. However,
working only with design didin't seem to be strong
enough. I wanted more for my work because I
really believe that there has to be more to art
than just good design. At this point I recon
structed some basic design concepts and decided
to relate my original drawings of ideas more
closely to the thixotropic clay. There is such
,9-
beauty in the thixotropic clay because of its
texture, fluidity, and color, or rather non-
color. Also, being receptive to my surroundings
and to the current ecological awareness, I decided
to study organic forms that already exist In
nature. The forms that excited me the most were
mushrooms, shells, jelly fish, trees, underwater
plants, floweris, trees, and even tears. Because
I was already dealing with an oddity, I chose those
objects which were unusual. Then from the discipline
of choosing an unusual image, I altered that
image so that it would relate to my materials and
exemplify the extreme fluidity of my clay, and its
seemingly similar characteristics to fibers.
During a discussion with Sharen Church, a
craftsman friend , we came to a rather fascinating
discovery. (Unless you are dealing in these terms,
it will be hard for the reader to fully compre
hend our fascination with this deduction.) T>-hen
I am working with a form, I begin with what I will
refer to as a skeleton. I then proceed to add
muscles and skin and hair to that original structure.
Even when working on my very first drawings for
a piece, I seem to work in this additive manner.
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Sharen, however, begins with a blo^.l: of
msteri0"1
which is larger than her final product and in
a subtractive process removes all that is unnecessary
to her final form. Our whole concepts and methods
of creation are in reverse, just live an image in
front of a mirror. Our results are complete,
an^
yet opposite.
Being part of the School for American Crafts
men at Rochester Institute of Technology, I felt
it was necessary to become a part
o^ the grest
cr^ft revival within the United States today.
Technology played a great part in my education ?nd
I was determined to be good at whatever I tried .
Therefore, I concentrated on functional ware for
^:he first year. My work seemed basic, dull, and
trite. I wa^ dissatisfied and unmotivated. Months
of self-searching made me realise my method of
working was unnatural. I was trying to be a
production potter, using "time is
money"
as a basis
for my work. Honest art can come only from one's
heart, and my heart wasn't into making money.
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One has to be able to reach into oneself and
discover who he is. When I did, I came up with
a refreshed attitude towards my thixotropic clay,
fiber, and fur. I left myself open to all I coul^
concerning these materials and how I could use them
so that they would reflect their own qualities.
I can only concern myself with the materials I'm
using and how I respond to them, I also realise
that when I create an object, it must be for me;
only I can decide if it pleases me. If there is
another person who likes it after it Is complete,
that is beautiful; but foremost, I have to feel
that it pleases me. I cannot ^e concerned with
i^eas such as: whether the rim of a cup will feel
good on someone's lip, or that the knife will not
grate on the surface of a plate. I have to make
objects for me, using the accidental surprises
that occur during firing or when gluing fibers
to clay. How does a rope look when unraveled?
mhese are the questions which fascinate me, not
how many plates can I stack in a kiln before the
bottom plate splits from the pressure.
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Sc, I am an artist-craftsman, not an artistic
craft-nan, My naivete, spontaneity, and chance
must determine my life - not calculated technical
knowledge which yields a certain percentage of ware.
There is a great deal of difference between
an artist and a craftsman. To say that, an artist
creates a concept and the craftsman makes that
concept a reality is by far too sweeping a state
ment. And yet the craftsman does transform a
specific object into his reality, or he merely
reproduces a calculated plan. Tn contrast the artist
does deal in concepts on a very broad scale and works
to define in his own way those concepts. One can
not survive without the other and everyone must
have both, within himself, but no one can be both.
So you see, we are looking into the mirror again.
They are related, and yet opposite.
PROBLEMS IN HANGING CLAY
The first problem that I faced was the
hanging mechanism, I had to decide whether to make
it obvious or to conceal it. Also I had to calculate
just how much of the suspended element was to be
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part of my design. My decision was to conceal
the joints as much as I possibly could, and I
provided enough rope on each piece to hang from
a ten to fifteen foot ceiling. My original
pieces were hung with jute ropes which I felt
related closely to the textures of my stoneware
clay body. However, continued tension and ^he
weight of the clay broke all the ropes and I lost
all my pieces, I then switched to nylon ropes
one half inch in diameter, which have held up very
well. In those pieces, my design incorporated
the heavy black rope into the design of the object.
Later, working with the thlxotropic clay and
organic forms, I went to great lengths to visually
eliminate the suspending mechanism, I used nylon
monofilament fishing line with a fifty-pound test.
Unfortunately, even though none of my objects
exceeded fifteen pounds, the continuous weight
stretched the line and it snapped, destroying more
of my work. This experience, most frustrating,
forced me into using wires. Happily I found very
thin line with a test of one hundred ten pounds.
In this case, the test strength was based on
continued pressure, not on snapping weight as in
the monofilament line. Success at last! No
more casualties as a result of the decrepit-
materials,
Thixotropia is an uncommon occurrence dealing
with the molecular structure in a clay body.
<vve rrioct obvious result of this condition is that
when you shake the clay that, has a
thlxotropi^
condition, ^t liquifies., I have used A.B. Searle




to give a more scientific
definition of thixotropia and the conditions which
cause this unusual occurrence. Commonly, clays h?,^e
a molecular structure called "body-centered cubic-
packing or
close-packing."
This lde^l formation is
illustrated beloW, However, it is rarely found -b's
to asymmetrical cations or cations that are too
large. ^^"-x V--<^\ V^C^X \
1 T^L-.. ^-^. -
A.B. Searle, n.T?. Grimshaw, The Chemistry ar.d
Phy-ics of days, 'London, ClCy-?), Ernes^ T>yn Liml
te-
*"To describe this phenomenon the "cm^ thixotrophy
is used j it is derived from the Greek Thixis,
meaning the touch, and trope, meaning a
-change."
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In thixotropic clays, this "body-centered cubic-
packing"
is not present, One reason for this is
that the ions and cations are out of proportion.
An ion is an electrified particle formed when a
neutral atom or group of atoms loses or gains
one or more electrons, A cation is an ion
which has lost electrons, which makes the particle
positively electrified.
When a suspension of certain clays Is
charged with electrolytes, the system
on standing appears to
'set*
and to
have many of the characteristics of a
'gel,'
This state can readily be des
troyed by shaking or stirring the material,
when immediately a free -flowing liquid
'sol'
is restored. If the disturbing
influence is removed the gelatin reappears,
Electrolytes are any substance which in solution
is dissociated into ions and thus made capable
of conducting an electric current.
Another essential part to thixotropia are the
Alkali ions. The Alkoll elements are: lithium,
sodium, potassium, rubidium, caesium, and francium.
Because of them, there is little or no volume
change when thixotropic gels form, and all movement
stops even when particle size is extremely small.
1
Searle and Grimshaw, page 444
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The structure of the clay particles, the excess
of cations, (colloidal micelles), and the dispersion
medium itself all play an important part in this
phenomenon called thixotropia.
Colloidal micelles are also an important
component of thixotropic clay. Colloidal micelles
are a gelatinous substance formed of insoluble
particles suspended in a fluid. They are "locked
in an equilibrium position in a type of balanced
electria.nl lattis, where cations in the medium




influence the viscosity (the resistance of a
substance to being fluid , caused by molecular
attraction) of suspensions. The colloidal mole
cules are held by other clay particles, and are
influenced both in their amount and rigidity of
their bonding by associated cations. These
colloidal micelles are easily distorted and flow
readily, this being another of the causes of
the thixotropic condition. The dictionary definition
of a micelle is: A unit of structure built up from
complex molecules in colloids. It may have
1
Searle and Grimshaw, page 433
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crystalline properties and is capable of change
in size without chemical change.
Thixotrophy may be regarded as a half-way
state in the process of coagulation.
This coagulated gel is of an entirely
different origin from a flocculated one,
and although these are often confused
they are entirely different in character.
A flocculated system will settle rapidly
usually into a small volume; but
coagulated particles settle slowly and
invariably form a bulky deposite which
can be troublesome.
1
Searle and Grimshaw, page U-U
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CONCLUSION
At every stage of my work, I altered ray methods
of creating my forms and firing procedures. I
chose to eliminate from this thesis a technical section,
because I felt the aesthetic considerations were far
more important than information which may stifle
(in some respects) other people's discoveries
that could be made while working with this unusual
clay body.
All this chemistry describing Thixotropia
and all of the
clays"
beautiful qualities
fascinates me, and makes me even more curious
about this amazing material. As a result,
this thesis is the beginning of a search that will
last the rest of my life, rather than a con
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